Robert Holcot O.P. († 1349) is a major figure of late medieval philosophy and theology. The aim of the « Robert Holcot’s Quodlibets Edition Project » is to produce a critical edition of his hitherto one hundred and ten unedited quodlibetal questions, that will shed new light on intellectual exchanges at Oxford in the 1330’s. This international launch meeting will cover some general information concerning Holcot’s work, the intellectual life at Oxford in the 1330’s and quodlibetal questions as a genre. It will also include more specific contributions on how to edit these questions.

Workshop organised by Pascale Bermon (CNRS, PSL, LEM) and Christophe Grellard (EPHE, PSL, LEM).

Images ci-contre : Robert HOLCOT, mss OXFORD, Bodleian lib., Laud. Misc. 562 (a. 1347) [In Sapientiam] et Balliol College 246, f.182 [Quodlibeta, Incipit].
9h30  Registration and Coffee

10h  Pascale BERMON (CNRS, PSL, LEM) et Christophe GRELLARD (EPHE, PSL, LEM)
     Welcome and Greetings

10h15  William J. COURTENAY
     (University of Wisconsin-Madison)
     General Introduction

11h  Chris SCHABEL (University of Cyprus)
     « Identifying and Untangling Oxford Quodlibeta in the Age of Holcot: the Example of Walter Chatton »

Lunch

13h  Daniel COMAN (Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca, Romani) et Monica BRINZEI (IRHT),
     « The Electronic Transcription of the Sentences Commentary of Robert Holkot and its Impact on the Identification of Implicit Quotations in other Sentences Commentaries »

13h30  John SLOTEMAKER (Fairfield University)
     « Ordering the Disordered: The Manuscript Tradition of Holcot’s Quodlibets »

14h  Jeffrey WITT (Loyola University Maryland)
     « Editing Holcot: Laying the Groundwork for the Future Use and Reuse of Holcot’s Corpus »

14h30  Dominique POIREL (CNRS, IRHT) et Pascale BERMON (CNRS, PSL, LEM)
     « The Question ‘Vtrum aureola doctorum’ Preserved in Three Manuscripts: How to Edit It ».

15h  Coffee Break

15h30  Discussion